
Date :  15 Jan 21       
“Life is about accepting the challenges along the way, choosing to keep moving forward, and savouring the 
journey.” ... 
 
Dear Parents  
Greetings from DWPS! 
 
During these unprecedented times with school closures and significant shifts away from normal 
schedule, it is pertinent to reflect on how much our students of Classes X & XII have learnt in this 
span of time by working assiduously. 
Keeping the same in mind, the school has planned to  conduct its first offline Pre-Board 
examination for Classes X and XII (Session 2020-21) which the students have been already made 
aware through the circular and form sent to them a week ago. 
The main motive to go for the offline exams is to enable the students to comprehend the Board 
pattern and prepare accordingly for the upcoming board exams. This will also allow the students 
to work upon all their concerned areas and manage their writing ability in the given three-hour 
time. To ensure safety of our students in these challenging times, we are strictly adhering to the 
SOPs issued by the authorities for conducting the exams in the school premises. 
 
You are requested to go through the following specifications and guidelines for offline 
PRE-BOARD -2 (2020-21): 
 

 
1. Offline Preboard-2 will be conducted from18 Jan to 8 Feb' 21.  
2. Kindly note the updated timings of the examination  

a. Reporting time: 10:30 a.m. 
b. Settling & Examination time- 11:00 a.m.- 2:30 p.m. 

3. Set of 35 students will come to write the exam each day 
a. (25 students of X and 10 students of XII) 

4. Entry of  Class XII students will be from Gate no. 1 
5. Entry of Class X  students(Roll no. 1 to 12) will be from Gate no. 3 
6. Entry of Class X  students(Roll no. 13 to 25) will be from Gate no. 2 
7. Students will exit one by one from the gates which they entered the school.  
8. Students need to be dropped and picked by their parents. 
9. Use of face covers/masks is mandatory at all times.  
10. The students must carry their water bottles and sanitiser as well.  
11. Students are required to be in proper school uniform. 
12. You are required to carry your own stationery. (pens, pencil, erasers, scale etc as per your 

requirement) 
13. A consent form is attached hereby, it is mandatory to fill it and get during every exam. 
 
We do understand that it is a testing time for everyone but we assure to extend you our help in 
all  best possible ways. For any concern/ query related to the upcoming offline PB-2 Exams, you 
are requested to approach the CT’s.  
We appreciate your patience, continued support and willingness to engage with us as we strive 
to work for the sparking and dazzling future of our students!  
 
Warm regards 
 
Ms. J. Arora 
Principal 
 

 



 
CONSENT FORM 

 (Hard Copy of the same has to be carried by your ward on every day of the exam) 
 
I hereby undertake that I will not send my ward to school if he/she shows any symptoms of 
cold/cough/fever .I ensure that my ward will adhere to all the guidelines as provided by the 
government and the school. I shall drop/pick my ward according to the timings mentioned in 
the circular. 
 
 
Student’s name   ______________________                                          Class & Sec _________________ 
Parent’s name    ______________________                                            Mobile No _________________ 
Father’s & Mother’s signature ______________________                  Date:___________________ 
 


